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Background 
information  

 Munich, June 14, 2016 

Working at the new headquarters 
 

More than 62,000 employees at 120 locations in 43 countries are already working in 

open and modern working environments that are based on the Siemens Office 

concept. Knowledge gained through the company’s many years of experience in this 

area has made its way into the design of the new corporate headquarters in Munich. 

At their new workspaces, some 1,200 employees will now benefit from these 

insights.  

 

The office structures within the building consist of individual workspaces, meeting 

rooms and a diverse range of work areas. Here, the open floor plan helps form 

teams and facilitate the interaction that their work requires. 

 

All levels feature outstanding functionality, comfort and convenience. The central 

spaces that skirt the open atrium and connect the departments provide a clear view 

across all levels. Spacious lounges foster the creative exchange of ideas. With large 

glass windows, the adjacent meeting rooms open toward the atrium and provide an 

opportunity to look outside. 

 

The same holds true for the individual workspaces, which are arranged along the 

façades in such a way that every employee enjoys a view to the outside. A total of 

16,000 square meters of glass ensure that daylight floods the entire building, thus 

reducing power consumption for lighting. The central air-control system supplies all 

rooms with about 200,000 cubic meters of fresh air per hour. Equipped with 

electrically powered, height-adjustable desks and with office chairs that are easy on 

the spine, the workspaces offer highly modern ergonomics features. The integrated 

IT and communications equipment, as well as the panels for visual and acoustic 

privacy, enable employees to concentrate on their work. 

 

The central zones integrated into the office areas supply space for office 

infrastructure, such as a photocopy room, shelving or wardrobe cabinets. Smaller 
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meeting rooms provide a place to converse without being disturbed, conduct video 

conferences or hold confidential telephone conversations. In addition, the 

communication zones attached to each area facilitate the informal exchange of 

information. 

 

Three restaurants, a café and a roof-terrace bistro provide the employees with 

options for taking in a meal. Before work, after work and during breaks, “Studio 

Active” offers fitness and sports programs. The in-house medical service provides 

assistance when health issues arise. As is already the case at many other Siemens 

locations in Germany, in the future, a kindergarten will help employees maintain a 

solid work-life balance. Little everyday chores can be taken care of easily “onsite” – 

for instance with the aid of the dry-cleaning and shoe-repair service, the package 

delivery station or the food-ordering service. 

 

This press release and additional press materials are available here: 

www.siemens.com/press/headquarters  

 

 

Contact for journalists: 

 

Bernhard Lott 

Phone: +49 911 654-3561; e-mail: bernhard.lott@siemens.com 

 

Follow us on Twitter:  

www.twitter.com/siemens_press (#NewSiemensHQ) 

 

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence, 

innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 165 years. The company is active in more than 

200 countries, focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest 

producers of energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is No. 1 in offshore wind turbine construction, 

a leading supplier of gas and steam turbines for power generation, a major provider of power transmission solutions 

and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry. The 

company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic 

resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2015, which 

ended on September 30, 2015, Siemens generated revenue of €75.6 billion and net income of €7.4 billion. At the 

end of September 2015, the company had around 348,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available 

on the Internet at www.siemens.com. 
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